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Sunday 25 July 2021
PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Due to covid-19 government restrictions affecting the hall location, we had to cancel our
meeting for June at the last minute. While we’ve been happily stable in Victoria for a while re
numbers of cases, there have been covid cases registered in other states of Australia recently
and that’s led to lockdowns. As a result the uncertainty continues everywhere. Of course, we’re
hoping our July meeting will go ahead as planned. If there’s any last-minute change to that,
Heather Wilks will again email members with the details. If you don’t have ready access to
emails (so receive a printed version of our Newsletter) it’s not so easy for us to make contact.
Please check the DSV website a few days prior as we’ll post a notification there if there’s any
problem. You may need to do that through a friend if you’re not online yourself.
Given we didn’t have our planned Dowsing Tables in June, we’re moving that program to this
upcoming July meeting. It has proven very popular with members and visitors over the years and
is often requested. The Dowsing Tables give you a chance to learn to use dowsing for different
uses and you get to speak to each of the experts giving a dowsing demonstration.
Meanwhile, I’ve decided to reintroduce a quick dowsing lesson before our meetings. So if
you’re a beginner and would like some tuition please arrive at 1.30 pm and advise someone at
the front table or seek me out.
In 2019 when I attended the International Dowsing Conference in Sydney, I met and was
impressed by the knowledge and friendliness of Grahame Gardner, an engaging Scot who
spoke and ran workshops on Sigils and Labyrinths: https://westerngeomancy.org
I look forward to seeing you and perhaps a friend or two on 25 July. It promises to be a great
opportunity for learning new practical skills.
Lyn Wood, President

NEXT MEETING
Time & Date:
1.30 pm for 2.00 start, Sunday 25 July 2021
Place:
Mount Waverley Community Centre,
Miller Crescent, Mount Waverley
(Opposite Mount Waverley Railway Station) Melways: 70 E 1
Parking at rear, off Holskamp St. which runs off Stephensons Road
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OUR NEXT MEETING
For our next meeting on 25 July. It’s Take Two. We’d planned this for June but that meeting
was cancelled at the last minute due to government restrictions. However, we’re scheduling it
again. It’s a return to a format that’s become a favourite with DSV Members and visitors alike
over time.
We’ll have various Dowsing Tables manned by a number of dowsers sharing their expertise.
The idea is to stop by and pick up some great tips from one table before moving on to another
where someone else is demonstrating a different aspect of dowsing. Lyn Wood will be share her
skills with map dowsing. Heather Wilks will concentrate on changing energy – with some extra
emphasis on weather dowsing! And there’ll be a selection of other experienced dowsers
providing useful dowsing insights on different topics of dowsing.
It’s always lots of fun and of course there are new things to discover about dowsing.
This promises to be a good meeting for you to bring along some friends who are perhaps new
to dowsing and would like to get a great overview of what’s possible.

DOWSING FOR SLEEP
Thanks to Olive Lane, DSV Committee Member, for this very useful approach for improved sleep.

We had our two grandsons (four and six years old) stay overnight for the first time in June.
Once in bed there were some delay tactics as they kept coming to check on Grandma and
Grandpa – and having drinks.
So I decided to clear their bedroom of any non-beneficial energies and placed blue green
energy in the room instead. They went to sleep at 9.30 pm. We needed to wake them at 7 am to
get them to school in good time. They were both happy, even though the younger one
apparently doesn’t like to be woken up. I hope you find it useful for yourself and others.
Here’s the quick protocol.
NO Direction # Neutralising any non-beneficial energy in the room.
YES Direction # Transforming the energy to the most beneficial and bringing in blue green
energy for a healthy, happy night’s sleep.
[Thanks Olive. I’m using it with great success. Be good to hear from others who benefit with
your practical sleep dowsing Ed.]
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LIVING IN OTHER PEOPLE’S ENERGIES
By geomancer, Sandy Brightman, November 2014. Thanks to Bev Ellison DSV Committee Member for
sharing this article with us.

Are your emotions and attitudes your own? What about your energy levels, mental focus or
illnesses? Are you being bombarded by other people’s energies, even from the past?
We are all being influenced energetically on a daily basis from outside, unseen forces. These
forces can be from natural earth energies, such as water lines, fault lines, geomagnetic lines or
ley lines (collectively called ‘geopathic stress’), energy from other people, man-made
frequencies such as EMFs, microwaves or radio waves and stored frequencies in the land,
house or objects. These subtle energies can be positive or negative; they can be new or very,
very old. Age does not weaken them, however geopathic stress can be balanced, EMFs can be
shielded and stored energies can be removed altogether.
‘Psychic impressions’ are stored energies left in the land, building or objects, such as
furniture and jewellery. When the same thought or emotion is experienced, in the same place,
over a long period of time or an extremely intense emotion is experienced at once, these
emotions can be stored in the surrounding area. Then when you enter the area, you can interact
on a subtle level with the stored emotion.
An old shop and homestead I worked on in the middle of Tasmania (Australia) had a negative
psychic impression left in the land. When the shop was built over one hundred years ago, the
negative energy penetrated the building. The impression was about 2m round, situated behind
the shop counter and vibrated into the loft above. The current owners unconsciously avoided the
area by always coming out from the counter and walking the long way round to the stairs. They
said the area ‘just didn’t feel right’. The area always felt colder than the rest of the shop. Using
my dowsing rods to tap into the energy, I found that an escaped convict had sheltered here, but
was soon found by police. All the fear the convict had felt had seeped into the ground, leaving
the psychic impression to last for over 100 years. Interestingly, a line of fear ran from the
impression out to the paddocks, where it suddenly stopped. A lesser impression was left here
where the convict had died. The original impression left in the shop was not adversely affecting
anyone’s health, as people tended to avoid the area. You have to spend a long time in a psychic
impression for it to weaken your immune system and leading to illness, e.g. sleeping in it. I’m
sure, however, that business would have been affected.
One client didn’t like going into her kitchen, as it felt ‘sad’. There was a psychic impression left
at the end of the bench. This is where the mother (previous owner) would stand as she watched
her two grown sons continually fight. Her sadness seeped into the kitchen, which was then
experienced by the new owner. Another couple often had ‘silly’ fights in their kitchen. A negative
psychic impression was found left in the land under the kitchen. Once this was cleared, the fights
stopped.
Psyhic impressions can be intentionally placed. Most are unconsciously left from strong
emotions over time, but not all. After balancing the energies of a house, I always finish with a
blessing that imbues the house with positive energy. Often I have programmed crystals to aid in
the healing of an individual. To clear jewellery of negative energy, simply use the visualisation
discussed earlier. To intentionally program a crystal or object, fill it with love and light.
Whole houses or buildings can hold subtle energies for years. For example, places of worship
absorb the emotions of the congregation that you can feel even when the building is empty, or
places of war and violence take on those characteristics.
So, if you ever feel angry, sad, frustrated or happy for no reason in the same place or you
actively avoid an area, you may be experiencing someone else’s emotions that have been
stored as a psychic impression. Stop living in other people’s emotions (unless those energies
are of love, prosperity, health etc). Visualisation and loving intentions can balance these
negative areas. Smudge sticks work well, as does sound, e.g. Tibetan bells, in moving and
balancing energy. [Also dowsing to change energy. Ed.]
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Sandy Brightman, a geomancer and energy worker with over 20 years’ experience. This article first
appeared in New Dawn 151.

DSV MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS
To join the DSV or renew your membership, you can pay at out next meeting on 25 July, or
by sending a cheque or money order to the DSV at our NEW post box:
DSV, P O Box 154, Glenhuntly Vic 3163.
Alternatively, please pay online and mark your name clearly. Westpac Bank BSB 033372 A/c
DSV 212021 Then, please email Malcolm Davies to provide all your details:
maldav1151@me.com
To become a new member please download the Membership Form from our site:
www.dsv.org.au

THE DSV SHOP
As we’ve not met in person since the April DSV meeting, you’re probably champing at the bit
to add to your dowsing collection.
Just to mention we won’t be arranging new stock of Raymon Grace’s valuable DVDs in future
as he’s now only offering those as online downloads. Fortunately, we still have some available
for purchase, so do be quick before they sell out at the DSV.
Happily we have Raymon’s three books available, as well as a couple of his Bobbers. Plus
other dowsing books and tools, including Mick Moran’s wonderful brass rods.

NEWSLETTERS BY EMAIL
Receiving our Newsletters by email saves trees, time and the costs to print and post.
You’ll usually receive a valuable covering email with the very latest in links, many
times that includes valuable things not in the printed Newsletter.
Another reason to switch is so that we have easier access to update you on any
meeting cancellations during covid.
To request the changeover, simply email heather@ohnaturale.com

DSV LIBRARY
The DSV Library is very popular with DSV Members as there is such an extensive range of
interesting material. We have an extensive range of excellent dowsing books, reports and other

fascinating references. As a DSV member you are entitled to borrow any of our library
items.
This is an EXTRACT from the July 2021 DSV Newsletter. By becoming a DSV
member, you’ll receive six full copies a year. Download a Membership form on the
Home Page of this site.
The next DSV 2021 meetings : Sunday 25 July, 26 September, 28 November
2022 dates: Sunday 13 February, 27 March and 29 May (later dates TBA.)
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